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ABSTRACT
This paper presents Meta’s Production Wide Area Network (WAN)
Entitlement solution used by thousands of Meta’s services to share
the network safely and efficiently. We first introduce the Network
Entitlement problem, i.e., how to share WAN bandwidth across ser-
vices with flexibility and SLO guarantees. We present a new abstrac-
tion entitlement contract, which is stable, simple, and operationally
friendly. The contract defines services’ network quota and is set up
between the network team and services teams to govern their obli-
gations. Our framework includes two key parts: (1) an entitlement
granting system that establishes an agile contract while achieving
network efficiency and meeting long-term SLO guarantees, and (2) a
large-scale distributed run-time enforcement system that enforces the
contract on the production traffic. We demonstrate its effectiveness
through extensive simulations and real-world end-to-end tests. The
system has been deployed and operated for over two years in pro-
duction. We hope that our years of experience provide a new angle
to viewing WAN network sharing in production and will inspire
follow-up research.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Meta’s backbone network interconnect Point-of-Presence (PoP) sites
and Data Centers (DCs), and are shared by all of Meta’s services
(e.g., storage, logging, AI, Ads, news feed, market place). In the past
five years, the number of services supported by WAN infrastructure
has increased by multiple orders of magnitude and the traffic volume
has grown from a O(10)Tbps to O(100)Tbps. During this explosive
growth period, one fundamental problem we have faced is how to
enable multiple services to share the backbone networks efficiently
and safely?

It is practically and economically infeasible to build capacity at
the rate of increasing demand. We have to find ways to efficiently
use the finite network capacity. Since network is a finite shared
resource, we also had to face the reality of disruptions caused by
misbehaving services (intentionally or unintentionally) e.g., a new
service feature or a software bug. Even worse, service disruptions
also raised accountability issues between the network team and
service teams. It was hard to attribute the disruption to misuse of the
network, or poor network management.

Insufficient capacity, increasing misbehaving services, and un-
clear operational accountability called for a new solution to effec-
tively plan, manage, and operate the shared network resource. In
this paper we present Network Entitlement, our solution to the above
challenges.

Network Entitlement is a network resource reservation framework
provided by the network team for all service teams. It aims to provide
a simple, stable, and operations friendly abstraction for sharing our
backbone networks. That is, a service is guaranteed certain amount
𝑋 of bandwidth with 𝑌 SLO guarantee for a given period of time.
Note that it has a significant departure from previous solutions, e.g.,
Google’s BwE [12], which models bandwidth sharing as a real-
time traffic engineering problem. Our work operates at a different
time scale and provides a complimentary angle to improve WAN
efficiency.

Our work also has noticeable differences from prior work on
data center-based network sharing [2, 5, 7, 11, 18, 21, 25], given
the three unique challenges rising from both WAN characteristics
and business model. First, because our services are internal, the
business model is fundamentally different from a cloud provider
environment. The framework needs to optimize for both network
efficiency and service agility. These two goals often conflict with
each other (more details in §4.2). Second, most of our services are
long-running network customers instead of short-term tenants, which
requires us to provide Service Level Objective (SLO) guarantees for
long time periods. We define different availability SLOs for each
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class of service to standardize the network performance expectation
from services[1, 24]. The availability SLO measures the uptime
percentage per class of service, where uptime requires all traffic
in that class of service to be admitted in the network. Such SLO
guarantees are difficult to provide for WAN, sometimes they are
even infeasible to achieve.

To address these challenges, we examine the WAN network shar-
ing from a contract-based angle, and our framework has made the
following contributions:

(1) An agile and efficient entitlement contract abstraction: We
propose an entitlement contract abstraction which standardizes the
service’s network demand and SLO guarantees for a certain period.
The contract is used throughout the entitlement process and provides
clear accountability between the network team and service owners.
The representation of the contract is based on a Hose model [6],
which is used for long-term network planning [1]. A general hose
model can achieve agility but is not capacity efficient. Our insight
is that entitlement is a much shorter period (e.g., 3 months), thus
has more predicable traffic patterns. Based on this observation, we
propose a new segmented-Hose algorithm which incorporates service
deployments to reduce uncertainty by 60%.

(2) A dynamic SLO-based entitlement granting system: To
provide long-term SLO guarantees for a service, our granting system
analyzes possible network failures (e.g., fiber cuts) and changes (e.g.,
new links) in advance. By synthesizing the service demand, potential
network failures, and available capacity, the system dynamically sets
reachable SLO targets for the service. While this process achieves
the desired SLO guarantees, the process is computationally intensive
and thus not feasible to be applied to every service. To address this
issue, we identify a relatively small number (˜10) of consumers of
the network that account for the majority of network usage. We call
them high-touch services and the rest of the services are grouped into
one low-touch service. The granting system sets an entitlement for
each high-touch service and for the low-touch services on aggregate,
which significantly reduces operation and computation overheads.

(3) A large-scale distributed run-time enforcement system:
To enforce the entitlement contract on production traffic, we build
a large-scale distributed run-time enforcement system on our end
hosts (servers). Different from prior work [12, 21], our operational
experiences provide two key insights: a) Traditional pure endhost-
based approaches (e.g., through rate-limiting) often make immature
decisions and affect network utilization; instead, our endhosts only
classify and mark packets into different classes, and leave final de-
cisions (e.g., drop or transmit) to hardware switches. b) Given two
common flow-based and host-based marking approaches, our experi-
ences show that the host-based approach can leverage applications’
builtin resiliency mechanisms, thus achieving better performance.
Moreover, it provides easier troubleshooting and better interpretabil-
ity to service teams.

(4) Extensive evaluations including real-world end-to-end test
drill: We demonstrate the effectiveness of our framework not only
through extensive simulations but also using a real-world end-to-end
test drill. With careful control on services, we introduce real con-
gestion and observe the success of service isolation and bandwidth
guarantees.

Our system has been deployed in Meta for over two years on
O(100Tbps) traffic from O(100k) endhosts. To the best of our knowl-
edge, we are the first to introduce the entire WAN entitlement
process, related practical concerns, and our production solution to
academia. It provides a new angle to WAN sharing at a longer time
scale with a simpler and more stable interface. We hope our years of
operational experience can provide a fresh contract-based angle to
viewing WAN network sharing problem and inspire a new line of
research. This work does not raise any ethical issues.

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
In this section, we first provide the background on Meta’s services
which share the network infrastructure, and then use example inci-
dents to show why launching the network entitlement program was
urgently needed.

2.1 Meta’s Service Ontology
Our network supports thousands of diverse applications, including
both consumer-facing business apps (e.g., Ads) and internal support
services (e.g., Storage). According to the business priorities and
traffic types, we broadly classify traffic into a few QoS classes.
Figure 1 and Figure 2 show the traffic distribution from two QoS
classes.
Diverse service types: By comparing these two figures, we can see
1) the distribution of traffic varies significantly across QoS classes.
Each QoS has a few dominating services (<10) that account for
the majority of network usage, and thousands of other services that
use a small fraction of capacity. 2) Traffic from one service can
belong to more than one traffic class. For example, the majority of
Warmstorage’s data traffic is in Class B, but a small amount of its
control traffic is in Class A. 3) Most dominating services are related
to storage, e.g., Logging [10], Warmstorage [17], Coldstorage [3],
Datawarehouse [22], MultiFeed [27], and Everstore (a distributed
key-value store) [16]. Although storage being a top network con-
sumer is known, we further show the variety of storage services exist
in a typical Internet company. It implies a need for finer-grained
network support even for storage.
Distinct traffic patterns: Besides differences in volume and traffic
classes, at the micro level, services exhibit distinct traffic patterns
even for a similar type of service. For example, Figure 3 shows the
traffic patterns of Coldstorage service (top) and Warmstorage service
(bottom) over a typical time series. Clearly, Coldstorage has regular
spikes while Warmstorage has a smoother pattern. This difference is
due to Coldstorage periodically turning on a rack of storage servers
to perform data operations and rotating across all racks, to achieve
more efficient power usage. In contrast, the fluctuation of Warmstor-
age is a consequence of the time-of-day effect. The large number of
diverse services, with different priorities and distinct traffic patterns,
present great challenges to sharing the network efficiently and safely.

2.2 Misbehaving Services Cause Disruptions
The services’ network demand is growing at a much faster pace,
roughly 30% faster than our capacity to build the network, which is
fundamentally limited by the increasingly scarce fiber resources. As
a consequence, there is an increase in service disruptions caused by
misbehaving services. Here we show two example incidents.
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Figure 1: Service distribution of
a high QoS Class

Figure 2: Service distribution of
a low QoS Class

Figure 3: Two storage services with distinct
patterns.

Figure 4: Misbehaving services: a service bug

Figure 5: Loss induced to services in two QoS classes

Incident 1: Service Bug. The first incident was caused by a bug in a
latest version of a video client code. The bug mistakenly downloads
multiple duplicate videos in parallel. When the new version was
released, a traffic spike was created as the code was deployed on
a large enough number of client devices. As shown in Figure 4,
this spike was formed within three minutes, and the peak volume
was 50% more than predicated volume. This misbehaving service
quickly caused WAN resource contention, generating noticeable
loss for other services. As shown in Figure 5, all traffic of two QoS
classes’ that the service belong to were impacted, up to 8% loss
for traffic in Class A and 2% loss for Class B was observed. Note
that the figure shows a network-wide total loss, instead of just on
the bottleneck links. Previously, we had deployed QoS isolation
mechanisms to protect traffic across different classes, but this alone
cannot safeguard well-behaved services from misbehaving ones
within the same class or lower classes. This creates challenges in
accountability in determining who is responsible for the incident on
well-behaving services.

Incident 2: New Feature. Another incident happened when one
service changed its caching strategy to add a new feature. Instead of
fetching content from the cache servers at the edge, the new feature
fetches content from backend servers in data centers. As soon as the
feature was deployed, we observed an unexpected surge of backbone

traffic from one region. This surge was 10% larger than the estimated
peak volume, causing loss spikes to other services. To prevent this
types of incidents caused by planned changes, the service teams
and the network team need to plan the network resources jointly,
otherwise it is hard to attribute responsibility.

These are only two representative incidents of many service dis-
ruptions caused by misbehaving services, intentionally or uninten-
tionally. A new solution to effectively plan, manage, and operate the
shared network resource was needed.

3 WAN NETWORK ENTITLEMENT
Network Entitlement aims to provide a solution to the above is-
sues by building a network resource reservation framework. The
framework manages a complex process involving both the network
and service teams, starting from a) service demand forecast that
estimates each service’s bandwidth usage to b) bandwidth granting
that grants maximum bandwidth for the service based on network
capacity; and finally c) runtime enforcement that enforces granted
bandwidth on the production traffic at run-time. Designing such
an entitlement framework presents three outstanding challenges we
discuss next.

3.1 Key Challenges

Challenge 1: Achieve Network Efficiency and Service Agility.
As an internal framework, it needs to optimize for both network
efficiency and service agility. On one side, the network team needs
to adjust bandwidth allocation and make sure the network is ef-
ficiently used, e.g., high bandwidth utilization. On the other side,
services need to make their business-specific decisions flexibly and
independent of the network team, e.g., moving traffic across re-
gions, changing communication patterns, or reallocating compute
resources. Unfortunately, these two objectives often conflict with
each other. High network utilization requires accurate traffic patterns,
whereas agile traffic movement requires over-provisioned network
resources to accommodate the uncertainty. Having a single team
make all related decisions (e.g., server deployment, traffic alloca-
tion) is operationally infeasible.

Challenge 2: Meet long-term SLO guarantees. Most Meta ser-
vices are long-running services, thus the framework needs to provide
expected SLO guarantees for a long period (e.g., 3 months). Provid-
ing such guarantees cannot just rely on the current bandwidth usage,
but needs to consider possible network changes and failures in ad-
vance. Prior work on data center network sharing [2, 5, 7, 11, 18, 21]
cannot achieve this goal for two reasons: a) their consumers (e.g.,
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cloud tenants) are short-term, so they only need to consider short-
term behavior based on the current network snapshot; and (b) data
centers have pre-deployed redundancy and homogeneous hardware
(i.e., similar racks, each holding similar servers). WANs, on the other
hand, have much less built-in redundancy and heterogeneous region
capacities (i.e., each data center is built differently).

Challenge 3: Large number of services and high volume of traffic.
To serve all of Meta’s services, scalability is one of the main chal-
lenges, rooted on two different aspects: (a) the entitlement process
involves thousands of Meta’s services, each with specific require-
ments and distinct traffic patterns (as shown in §2.1); (b) the final
granted bandwidth needs to be enforced on a large volume of produc-
tion traffic (O(100T) capacity). A non-scalable solution not only fails
to achieve the goal of entitlement but also may disrupt day-to-day
business.

3.2 Entitlement Process Overview
In this section, we present the entitlement contract used through the
entitlement process, and the high-level workflow we use to address
the above challenges.
Entitlement Contract: An entitlement contract is an agreement
established between the network team and each Network Product
Group (short for NPG) of the service team. We use NPG and service
interchangeably in the rest of the paper. The contract specifies a)
network SLO target, represented by network availability, e.g., 0.9998;
and b) a list of bandwidth entitlements. Each entitlement has five
fields: <NPG, QoS class, region, entitled rate (bits/s), enforcement
period>. The first three fields together delineate a set of flows; the
last two fields set the maximum supported rate (bits/s) for specified
flows during a certain period. For example, <Ads, A, M, 1Tbps,
𝑇1 − 𝑇2> means Ads service’ ClassA traffic of region M has been
entitled 1Tbps bandwidth during 𝑇1 to 𝑇2.

The contract is used through the entitlement process and provides
clear accountability between the network team and the NPGs. If
an NPG generates traffic within the entitled rate and the network
cannot support it, accountability lies with the network team. If an
NPG generates traffic above the entitled rate, then the responsibility
lies with the NPG. Such demarcation helps troubleshoot outages and
post-mortem analysis. The main goal of entitlement process is to
establish and enforce the contract which include four key steps:
1. Service Demand Forecast (§4.1): the network team works closely

with NPGs to estimate their demand periodically (e.g., every
three months). To improve forecast accuracy, many factors need
to be considered such as application characteristics, user growth,
and architecture changes etc.

2. Contract Representation (§4.2): The service demand forecast
uses a Pipe-based model, as it captures service specific require-
ments accurately. However, this model restricts service traffic
patterns and is not flexible. Thus, we convert it into a more agile
Hose-based representation to specify service demand in the draft
contract.

3. Contract Approval (§4.3): Before generating the final contract,
the demand requests from NPGs need to be assessed by the
network team. Specifically, the network team a) analyzes possible
network risks in advance; and b) sets up reasonable SLO targets

with service teams based on the network capacity and potential
risks.

4. Runtime Enforcement (§5): All contracts are stored in a database
and the approved contracts of the current period need to be en-
forced on the production traffic. An enforcement agent that runs
on each host monitors network usage and enforces the entitled
rates on the corresponding flows.

4 ESTABLISH A CONTRACT

4.1 Service Demand Forecast
Service demand forecast affects both the network efficiency and
service performance. Demand over-estimation will lead to inefficient
use of the network bandwidth; under-estimation will put service’s
traffic needs at risk. An effective forecast framework needs to cover
three aspects: (a) A well-defined metric agreed upon between the
service and network teams to represent the demand; (b) An accurate
model that computes the metric for different services, capturing both
organic changes (e.g., seasonal growth) and inorganic changes (e.g.,
architectural changes); and (c) The model needs to be flexible to
address service specific characteristics.
SLI Metric: We use a Service Level Indicator (SLI) metric to repre-
sent the forecast demand, facilitating the communication between
different teams. The SLI metric is defined as the bandwidth usage of
three consecutive months. The choice of three months (a quarter) is
very important. On one hand, if the time window is too small (e.g.,
every day), it may not reflect the service’s common behavior and
also result in unnecessary entitlement overheads; on the other hand, a
large time window (e.g., a year) may fail to address service demands
in a timely manner. In Meta, different teams often plan and propose
significant changes in a quarterly basis, thus making 3-month a good
time frame to communicate across teams. The SLI metric can be
represented as (𝑁𝑃𝐺,𝑄𝑜𝑆, 𝑠𝑟𝑐_𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑜𝑛, 𝑑𝑠𝑡_𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑜𝑛, 𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ), for
a given NPG, its QoS, the source, and destination regions. We next
discuss how to compute the SLI for different services.
Organic Changes: Time is a crucial factor affecting the service
demand, e.g., traffic bursts during holidays. We refer to time-related
changes as organic changes, and they often show periodic and sys-
tematic patterns over time, thus can be captured by a time-series
model. We use Prophet [13], Meta’s open sourced time-series fore-
casting algorithm. It takes historical data as the input and decom-
poses the time series into 3 components: trend, seasonality, and
holidays, e.g., 𝑦 (𝑡) = 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑑 (𝑡) + 𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 (𝑡) + ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 (𝑡) + ϵ𝑡 .
The error term ϵ𝑡 represents any idiosyncratic changes.

While the Prophet Algorithm serves as a basis to capture timing
factors, we need to consider additional service characteristics. For
example, different services need different types of daily data to
feed into the model, e.g., daily max average of 6 hours for storage
services, and daily p99 for ads service. For big services, we consult
service owners to make more fine-grained adjustments. An example
is Scribe [10], the log management service. Its traffic consists of
either writes (log creation) which is almost always within region, or
reads (consumption) which is mostly cross region. Thus, we refine
the prediction for reads by incorporating log category, read datasets,
and minimum and maximum growth expectations provided by the
services to adjust the model.
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Inorganic Changes: Beyond organic changes, there are other factors
that can affect the accuracy of demand forecasting, we refer to these
as inorganic changes. Some examples of these include: (1) Traffic
QoS class changes; (2) Region moves, e.g., moving a service from
the existing region to a new one; and (3) Architecture changes, e.g.,
adding a caching tier.

Unlike organic changes, inorganic changes are usually impossible
to predict by patterns, thus cannot be modelled by a pure time-series
model. One such case is the addition of new regions or decommis-
sioning of existing servers that serve a particular service in some
region. For example, if storage is going to start in a new region, we
know of these “planned” changes in advance and can predict the
demand based on the allocated power and servers in the new regions.
There is a relationship between these regressors and expected traf-
fic demand which will be captured by the machine learning model.
Thus, each change is modeled using the following format and is
predicted using a tree-based model: (𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡_𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒, 𝑁𝑃𝐺,𝑄𝑜𝑆,

𝑠𝑟𝑐_𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑜𝑛, 𝑑𝑠𝑡_𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑜𝑛, 𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ)
There are two types of regressors: a) the adjusted monthly traffic

volume computed by the time-series model capturing organic fac-
tors, and b) inorganic factors such as power and regional fluidity
usages, e.g., flash, disk, RCU, and sever count of different server
types. These regressors are fit into a tree-based model with quantile
loss (e.g., alpha = 0.5) as : 𝑓 (𝑋𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑜𝑛,𝑁𝑃𝐺,𝑡 ) = 𝑓 (𝑋𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑜𝑛,𝑁𝑃𝐺,𝑡−1,
𝑋𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑜𝑛,𝑁𝑃𝐺,𝑡−2, 𝑋𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑜𝑛,𝑁𝑃𝐺,𝑡−3, 𝑌𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑜𝑛,𝑁𝑃𝐺,𝑡−1, 𝑌𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑜𝑛,𝑁𝑃𝐺,𝑡−2,
𝑌𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑜𝑛,𝑁𝑃𝐺,𝑡−3), where 𝑋𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑜𝑛,𝑁𝑃𝐺,𝑡−ℎ represents the NPG traffic
of month 𝑡−ℎ in the specified region, and 𝑌𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑜𝑛,𝑁𝑃𝐺,𝑡−ℎ represents
the related inorganic changes of that month. Running this model for
the next three months (e.g., 𝑡 , 𝑡 + 1, and 𝑡 + 2) generates the final
forecast demand for the next quarter, i.e., the SLI.

The computed SLI, capturing both organic and inorganic changes,
is used as the initial request to the next module.

4.2 Hose-based Contract Representation
The estimated demand cannot be directly used for the entitlement
contract across teams for two reasons: (1) it is based on the current
traffic patterns and cannot accommodate possible traffic movement
flexibly; (2) it doesn’t consider possible network risks to provide
long-term SLO guarantees. We discuss how to address the first issue
in this subsection, and the second in §4.3.

Strawman1: Pipe-based model. Service forecast demands are pipe-
based requests, which are defined by a pair of source-destination
regions. To understand why this fails to accommodate flexible com-
munication patterns, let’s consider the example service shown in
Figure 6(a). Ads service has servers in five regions A to E, and as-
sume each server sends or receives cross-region traffic. The demand
forecast is 300G from A to B, 100G from A to C, and 250G from A
to D and A to E.

Without considering any risks (relaxing this assumption in §4.3
later), the network team needs to reserve 900G of capacity for Ads
(Figure 6(b)). Although this reserved capacity meets the forecast
traffic demand, Ads does not have the no option to move its traffic
in the future. If Ads wants to move 200G traffic of A->B to A->C, it
cannot do this movement independently of the network team. Thus,
the pipe-based model is not ideal to achieve flexible communication
patterns.

Strawman2: Hose-based model. Another strawman solution is the
Hose-based request model which has been used for long-term net-
work planning [1, 6]. Different from the Pipe model, it aggregates
ingress and egress traffic per region. For simplicity, we only con-
sider egress traffic here. As shown in Figure 6(c), the pipe requests
can be aggregated into a Hose request, which is 900G egress for
A. To satisfy this Hose request and accommodate every possible
communication patterns, the network team needs to reserve 900G
for all possible destinations. This allows the Ads team to do much
more flexible traffic movement. However, the hose-based entitlement
requires 3600G capacity in the worst case, four times more than the
pipe-based model, thus is not capacity efficient.

Our Solution: Segmented Hose. To achieve both flexibility and
capacity-efficiency, we propose an enhanced Hose model–segmented
Hose. Our observation is to leverage compute and storage allocation,
which is often stable in the short term, generating predictable traffic
patterns. For example, Figure 7 shows the traffic distribution for
one storage service across all source regions to a given destination.
67% of traffic is sent from 3 regions, indeed, two of them are other
storage regions and one is the region hosting compute resources. This
observation makes it possible to incorporate service deployments
into the Hose requests and reduce the demand uncertainty.

Based on this observation, we propose a segmented Hose algo-
rithm. The key idea is to split a given Hose into two or more seg-
mented Hoses, with each segment covering a subset of target regions.
For example, as shown in Figure 6(d), segment1 covers B and C
regions while segment2 covers D and E regions. This segmentation
reduces the reserved capacity needed for the same forecasted de-
mand, e.g., 400G for B/C, and 500G for D/E, which add to 1800G in
total, only half of the general Hose model. It also maintains flexibil-
ity, i.e., traffic can move between B and C without requiring changes
to the entitlement. The segmented hose offers a reasonable middle
ground between the pipe-based model and the agnostic hose-based
model, while increasing the degrees of freedom of the model.

We formulate the segmented Hose based on the the general Hose
model. The general Hose can be expressed in the form of ingress
and egress constraints as follows:∑︁

𝑠𝑟𝑐∈𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠

𝑓 (𝑠𝑟𝑐,𝑑𝑠𝑡 ) ≤ 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡 [ingress constraint]∑︁
𝑑𝑠𝑡∈𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠

𝑓 (𝑠𝑟𝑐,𝑑𝑠𝑡 ) ≤ 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡 [egress constraint]
(1)

The N-segmented Hose decomposes a Hose’s ingress and egress
constraints into N constraints (we take N=2 and the egress constraint
as an example): ∑︁

𝑑𝑠𝑡∈𝑆1

𝑓 (𝑠𝑟𝑐,𝑑𝑠𝑡 ) ≤ 𝛼 ∗ 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡∑︁
𝑑𝑠𝑡∈𝑆2

𝑓 (𝑠𝑟𝑐,𝑑𝑠𝑡 ) ≤ (1 − 𝛼) ∗ 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡

where 𝑆1 ∩ 𝑆2 = ∅ and 𝑆1 ∪ 𝑆2 = 𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 ; 0 < 𝛼 < 1

(2)

As a result of a Hose’s segmentation, we would reduce the volume
of the convex polytope delimited by the Hose, which means we can
use less capacity to build the network (or conversely, admit more
bandwidth at any given availability). The larger the reduction in the
polytope volume, the larger the gain to be achieved.

To find the best segmentation, a general aggregation-based ap-
proach has three main steps: (1) Aggregate all traffic for a given QoS
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Figure 6: (a) Demand forecast of an example service. (b) Pipe-based model. (c) General Hose Model. (d)Segmented Hose.

Figure 7: Traffic distribution across sources for one dst DC

class; (2) For each src region, plot the time series of flow per dst
region, denoted as 𝐹 (𝑑𝑠𝑡, 𝑡); and (3) For every set of nodes 𝑆 (with
the complementary set being 𝑆 ′), we compute its ratio 𝑅(𝑆, 𝑡) and
related 𝛼 variables as follows:

𝑅 (𝑆, 𝑡 ) =

∑
𝑑𝑠𝑡∈𝑆

𝐹 (𝑑𝑠𝑡, 𝑡 )∑
𝑑𝑠𝑡∈𝑁

𝐹 (𝑑𝑠𝑡, 𝑡 )

𝛼+ (𝑆) =𝑚𝑎𝑥 {𝑅 (𝑆, 𝑡 ) };𝛼− (𝑆) =𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝑅 (𝑆, 𝑡 ) };
𝛼+ (𝑆′) =𝑚𝑎𝑥 {𝑅 (𝑆′, 𝑡 ) };𝛼− (𝑆′) =𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝑅 (𝑆′, 𝑡 ) };

𝛼+ (𝑆) + 𝛼− (𝑆′) = 1;𝛼− (𝑆) + 𝛼+ (𝑆′) = 1;

(3)

In terms of Hose polytope volume reduction, the highest reduction
in volume can be achieved for any segmentation that includes the
maximum number of dimensions in one of the new constraints (due
to the curse of dimensionality). When partitioning the hose, the
ratios are 𝛼 and (1 − 𝛼), which offers an optimum decomposition
(i.e., the fractions sum up to 1), and avoids over-provisioning (if
the hose segmentation coefficients sum up to more than 1, then the
hose volume reduction would be sub-optimal). For the two segments
case, splitting ratio of 50% yields the largest reduction in volume,
as it scales as 𝛼 ∗ (1 − 𝛼). Thus, the best segmentation can be found
by getting the largest set 𝑆 (in terms of number of nodes) such that
𝛼+ (𝑆) < 0.5; or conversely, the smallest set 𝑆 such that 𝛼− (𝑆) > 0.5.
Two-Segments Algorithm: We use a greedy algorithm to split one
Hose into two segments, based on the 𝛼− (𝑆) > 0.5 condition. As
shown in Algorithm 1, we first compute the 𝛼− for each destination
node in 𝑁 using equation 3 (line 2-3). Then, we rank nodes in order
of its 𝛼− decreasingly (line 4). Finally, we add the nodes in the ranked
order into the first segment set 𝑆𝐸𝐺 (line 5-9). For each node added,
we recompute 𝛼− (𝑆𝐸𝐺), until its value is larger than 0.5, meeting
the condition to get the best segment. The second segment set 𝑆𝐸𝐺 ′

is the rest of nodes in N (line 10). While our system currently uses
two segments for simplicity and its good performance (details in §7),

Algorithm 1 Segmented Hose Algorithm
Input: 𝑁 : set of destination nodes.
Output: 𝑆𝐸𝐺 : set of nodes in segment1, 𝑆𝐸𝐺′: set of nodes in segment2.
1: 𝑆𝐸𝐺 = 𝑆𝐸𝐺′ = ∅
2: for each node 𝑛 ∈ 𝑁 do
3: 𝑛.𝑟 = 𝛼− ( {𝑛}) ⊲ Compute the 𝛼− using equation 3
4: sort the nodes of 𝑁 into non-increasing order by the value of 𝑛.𝑟
5: for each node 𝑛 ∈ 𝑁 , taken in non-increasing order by 𝑛.𝑟 do
6: if 𝛼− (𝑆𝐸𝐺) ⩽ 0.5 then
7: 𝑆𝐸𝐺 = 𝑆𝐸𝐺 ∪ {𝑛}
8: else
9: break

10: 𝑆𝐸𝐺′ = 𝑁 \ 𝑆𝐸𝐺
11: return 𝑆𝐸𝐺 , 𝑆𝐸𝐺′

our algorithm can be generalized into more segments. Evaluating
the effectiveness of more segments in real deployments is our future
work.

4.3 Entitlement Contract Approval
Given the Hose-based draft contract, containing a list of entitle-
ment requests <NPG, QoS class, region, entitled rate, enforcement
period>, the next step is to approve them based on the available
network capacity. There are two key requirements for the approval
process:
• Achieving long-term SLO guarantees. Most Meta services

are long-standing, so the approval decision should not be made
only based on the current service demand, but needs to consider
long-term behavior.

• Enforcing priority between different service types. Meta
classifies backbone traffic into four classes which we refer to c1,
c2, c3, and c4, with a decreasing priority. With limited capacity,
a high priority class’s demand should be approved before lower
priority classes.

To achieve both requirements, the key challenge is the large num-
ber of services. Achieving long-term SLO guarantees requires as-
sessing network risks, a process that enumerates all possible failure
scenarios for each request. This process is computation heavy and
infeasible to complete for all requests for every service individu-
ally. Luckily, we are able to identify a relatively small number of
consumers of the network that account for the majority of network
usage (Figure 1 & 2). We call them high-touch services and the rest
of the services are grouped into one low-touch service. We try to
satisfy low-touch service first given their large number of distinct
services. We currently have less than 10 high-touch services, and
we haven’t had large changes to these definitions in recent years. A
new large demand would normally fall under one of these services,
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for example, network demand caused by newly developed AI clus-
ters falls under one or more of the previously defined high-touch
services.

To process different classes of requests, our approval algorithm
has two main routines: 𝐻𝑜𝑠𝑒_𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑎𝑙 and 𝑃𝑖𝑝𝑒_𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑎𝑙 . The
𝐻𝑜𝑠𝑒_𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑎𝑙 first converts Hose requests into a list of representa-
tive Pipe requests, which are then processed by the 𝑃𝑖𝑝𝑒_𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑎𝑙
to do risk analysis [24] and enforce service priority. We specify this
algorithm (Algorithm 2) in Appendix and highlight the key steps
here.
Approval Process: 𝐻𝑜𝑠𝑒_𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑎𝑙 takes in backbone topology,
entitlement contract, and Hose requests (generated by §4.2) as input,
and returns a list of approved Hose requests as output. It first converts
Hose requests into representative Pipe requests using an algorithm
introduced by Meta’s long-term network planning work[1]. Its key
idea is to narrow down infinite possible Pipe realizations into a small
set of representative ones, which still covers a significant portion of
the Hose polytope. Given a list of Pipe requests, 𝑃𝑖𝑝𝑒_𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑎𝑙 is
called as a sub-routine to analyze each of them.

The 𝑃𝑖𝑝𝑒_𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑎𝑙 assesses risks of the Pipe requests and en-
forces the service priority. It starts from Pipe requests of the most
premium class (c1_low) and works on one class at a time until reach-
ing the least premium one (c4_high). To provide long-term SLO
guarantees, 𝑃𝑖𝑝𝑒_𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑎𝑙 assesses risks of Pipe requests using
Meta’s Risk Simulation System (RSS)[24]. The RSS generates the
bandwidth availability curves based on the network capacity and
reliability. With the availability curves, the Pipe approval is calcu-
lated by finding the flow volume associated with the desired SLO
target. Only when 100% of the flow meets SLO, the batch of flows
is approved. If any flow fails, the batch is rejected.

Finally, 𝐻𝑜𝑠𝑒_𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑎𝑙 aggregates approved Pipe requests to get
the Hose approval. Different aggregation approaches could affect the
network usage and service guarantees, we currently sum up Hose
approvals and use the minimum of each as the final Hose approvals.

In the approval algorithm, we approve as much demand as pos-
sible as the capacity allows. However, it is common for us to not
be able to approve everything our users are asking for. It does not
mean that the services cannot send traffic more than the approved
entitlements, just that we don’t provide guarantees. The goal of
network entitlement is to provide guarantees and isolations for our
users, and not to always provide 100% approvals. In those situations,
there are two possible actions - (1) we work with services to explore
alternative demand patterns (e.g. using different regions) or (2) we
clearly communicate the implications and move forward with the
under-approval. In many cases, service owners accept the risk of
going over their approvals.

5 RUNTIME ENFORCEMENT
With the established contract, we next discuss how to enforce it in
the production network. This is achieved by our enforcement system
that runs on every host.

At a high level, our run-time enforcement system consists of
three key components: (1) Querying contract which queries the
centralized contract database to match the list of policies applicable
to each host. For example, given a source host H with QoS class A,
its EntitledRate should be X Gbps. (2) Metering which measures
and aggregates the actual traffic rate of all hosts for each service and

Figure 8: Current Solution Architecture

checks whether the EntitledRate is violated; and (3) Enforcement
which enforces the EntitledRate on the specified flows in the net-
work, e.g., dropping a portion of non-conforming traffic that is over
EntitledRate during congestion. There are three key challenges of
building a practical run-time enforcement system:
• Scalability: The enforcement system needs to run on every host.

How can we scale the system to handle Tbps of traffic across
tens of thousands of hosts?

• Reliability: A failure of the enforcement system can result in
the enforcement contract not being honored, which could end
up affecting well-behaved conforming services. How can we
minimize complexity so the system can enforce the contract
reliably?

• Efficiency: Metering and enforcement consume CPU and mem-
ory resources. How can we efficiently implement them so they
have minimal impact on normal services?

In the rest of this section, we first present our early generation of
the architecture and discuss how it evolved into the current archi-
tecture to address the above challenges more effectively (§5.1). We
then present our experienced-based metering algorithm (§5.2) and
enforcement approach (§5.3) to address practical deployment con-
cerns.

5.1 Architecture Evolution
First Iteration: The first iteration of Meta’s bandwidth manager was
a centralized system consisting of: (a) A Controller that connected to
a centralized contract database and all agents; and (b) Endhost agents
installed on every host. The controller made enforcement decisions
by querying the contract database and collecting traffic stats from
each agent. The agents received the decision from the controller and
applied rate limits to the corresponding egress traffic. For instance,
if flow A’s traffic rate exceeded its EntitledRate, the agent would rate
limit the respective flow before it left the host. This implementation
leveraged the iptables [23] and qdisc [14] mechanisms provided by
the Linux kernel.

This architecture performed well when the system served a lim-
ited number of services (e.g., 𝑂 (10𝑘) hosts) but presented two key
challenges. First, computing per-host rates proved challenging to
scale as the number of services (hosts) increased. Second, because
the agents rate-limited traffic at the source, on occasion services
ran into co-flow completion issues even when the network was not
congested.
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Figure 9: The architecture of enforcement agent

Current architecture: To address the issues in the first iteration, we
evolved to second generation architecture (shown in Figure 8) with
two major changes:
• Centralized architecture → Distributed architecture: Instead

of relying on a centralized controller to make every decision,
we evolved the system into a fully-distributed architecture in
which each agent makes decisions independently. By removing
the controller layer, we limit the impact of potential controller
failures or the interactions between the controller and the agents.
This simplified architecture improves both scalability and relia-
bility.

• Endhost-based enforcement → In-Network enforcement: In-
stead of rate-limiting traffic at the endhost, we decided to clas-
sify packets at the endhost instead, and leave enforcement deci-
sions to the hardware switches. This is based on our observation
that it is difficult to know the instantaneous network capacity.
Compared to the endhosts, switches have firsthand information
about available capacity, thus should make the final drop de-
cisions. This change simplifies the endhost agent since it only
marks traffic rather than shape it, requiring much less resources.

Enforcement Agent: The agent consists a user-space component
and a kernel component as shown in Figure 9. The user-space com-
ponent is responsible for querying the centralized contract database
and monitoring the traffic rates. Each agent publishes flow rate in-
formation (bits/sec) periodically using Meta’s internal distributed
key-value store. These rates are aggregated remotely across the entire
service and read by the agent periodically. Based on the queried con-
tract rate (EntitledRate) and aggregate service rate (TotalRate), the
user-space component computes desired actions independently, e.g.,
which flows should be marked as non-conforming traffic (details in
§5.3).

The kernel component applies the computed actions to the outgo-
ing traffic. We use a Berkeley Packet Filter (BPF) program. Specifi-
cally, the actions are programmed in BPF maps, which are consulted
by the BPF program to match packets during egress and apply the
corresponding action. Figure 9 shows an example of the BPF pro-
gram remarking non-conforming traffic (red) to a special DSCP
value.

We choose to re-mark non-conforming traffic using agents on
the endhosts instead of switches for two reasons. First, it is easier
to determine the traffic attributes such as service or product-group
name/IDs etc.These attributes tend to be difficult and complex to

decipher on switches. Second, it is not always feasible to dynamically
retrieve policy and compute traffic rates on different switches.
Network enforcement: While we don’t re-mark traffic on the switch,
we let the switch make the final drop decision. This is based on the
marked DSCP value carried by each packet. The DSCP value of non-
conforming traffic is mapped to a network queue with lowest priority
in switches across both DC and Backbone1. When there is enough
capacity, the switches transmit all packets irrespective of allocated
entitlements. When there is congestion, the non-conforming traffic
will be impacted before the conforming traffic.

Given the distributed enforcing architecture, we present how to
compute the non-conforming traffic in §5.2 and the non-conforming
traffic for remarking in §5.3.

5.2 How Much to Remark
In this section we explore how each agent can independently com-
pute the amount of service traffic that should be remarked as non-
conforming given the observed service rate (TotalRate) and the
queried contract rate (EntitledRate).
Stateless metering: Naively we could assume that the amount of
remarked traffic corresponds to the ratio of excess traffic above the
EntitledRate. Then, periodically compute NonConformRatio based
on the difference between TotalRate and EntitledRate as follows:

NonConformRatio =
TotalRate − EntitledRate

TotalRate
(4)

ConformRatio = 1 − NonConformRatio (5)

NonConformRatio could be used by the agent to determine the
fraction of traffic to remark. As an example, assuming the Ads
service has a 5 Tbps EntitledRate for QoS class B. If the observed
TotalRate is 6 Tbps, then the NonConformRatio would be 1

6 and
ConformRatio would be 5

6 . Then, 1
6 of the traffic should be remarked

to ensure EntitledRate is honored.
This approach would work well during steady state when the

network characteristics of both conforming and
non-conforming traffic are similar. However, during congestion sce-
narios the non-conforming traffic could observe much higher loss
thus any action taken on the non-conforming component of TotalRate
would have a dampened effect.
Stateful metering: The key insight behind this approach is that
conforming and non-conforming traffic can be subjected to different
congestion states (i.e. non-conforming traffic could observe much
higher loss or delay than the conforming traffic). This suggests the
combined TotalRate should not be used to compute actions for both
types of traffic. Instead the aggregate conforming rate for the service
ConformRate should be used while at the same time keeping track
of the previously computed ratio PrevConformRatio in each cycle to
compute ConformRatio and NonConformRatio as follows:

ConformRatio =
EntitledRate
ConformRate

∗ PrevConformRatio (6)

NonConformRatio = 1 − ConformRatio (7)

Intuitively, when the EntitledRate is larger than the ConformRate
(ratio > 1) for the current cycle, it means the service is remark-
ing more traffic than necessary, thus the ConformRatio should be
increased for the next cycle. Conversely, when the EntitledRate

1Non-conforming traffic is always mapped to the lowest priority queue regardless of the
original QoS class it belongs to.
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Figure 10: Flow-based remarking

is smaller than the ConformRate (ratio < 1), it means the service
is not remarking enough traffic, thus the ConformRatio should be
decreased for the next cycle.

In the case all the traffic for the service goes back into confor-
mance (TotalRate ≤ EntitledRate), the metering algorithm exponen-
tially increases ConformRatio, i.e. ConformRatio = 2∗PrevConformRatio.
This allows rapid un-throttling but not immediate so as to avoid fluc-
tuations if TotalRate rapidly exceeds or falls short of EntitledRate.
We show this stateful algorithm can achieve the desired behavior in
the next section.

5.3 What to Remark
In the previous section we computed how much traffic should be
remarked as non-conforming traffic. We next need to decide what
traffic should be re-marked as non-conforming2. A poorly designed
marking approach may severely affect application performance.
Flow vs. Host-based re-marking: Remarking needs to done on
per-flow basis to avoid packet reordering. To control how flows are
re-marked, we consider two approaches: (1) a flow-based approach
that re-marks a fraction of flows on each host, and (2) a host-based
approach that re-marks all the matching service traffic from a frac-
tion of hosts.

Our system implements both approaches. As shown in Figure 10,
for the flow-based approach, we aggregate flows into groups and
assign each group an identifier (e.g., from 0 to 99). If the host agent
computes the NonConformRatio as 0.02 (like in the example figure),
then flows from groups 1 and 2 will be remarked as non-conforming
traffic. In the case of the host-based approach, all hosts are split into
groups identified by a unique group number. If the host belongs to
non-conforming traffic group (e.g., host 1 & 2), then all flows on
these hosts will be remarked as non-conforming traffic.

Our operational experiences show that the host-based approach
achieves better performance, facilities troubleshooting, and pro-
vides better visibility. While the flow-based approach provides fine-
grained control by picking a set of flows on different hosts rather
than re-marking all the traffic from the host, the result may manifest
as random individual flow failures. In practice, many applications
have builtin mechanisms to react to host failures, but not individ-
ual flow failures. Thus, with host-based remarking, when one host
is down, the application can automatically re-balance the load to
another host to mitigate failures (results in §7).

2Note that services signal which traffic to treat with a specific priority by marking the
corresponding flows with the appropriate QoS class. Our entitlement system enforces
remarking for each QoS class independently.

Besides application resilience, the host-based approach also helps
service teams easily identify affected hosts and adjust their deploy-
ment. Given these benefits, we use the host-based approach as our
default marking method.

6 REAL-WORLD ENFORCEMENT TESTS
We perform drill tests with the production live traffic every few
months to ensure the correctness of the runtime enforcement system.
In this section, we report the results of one of these tests from
September, 2021, and we attempt to answer two key questions:
• How effective is the runtime enforcement system on enforcing

the entitlement policy in production?

• What is the impact of the runtime enforcement system on ser-
vice performance?

Setup: We pick one of our biggest services Coldstorage [3] as our
test service. Coldstorage stores billions of photos shared daily on
Facebook. This test was run on 𝑂 (10𝑘) hosts, and millions of flows.
All other services are run on the same backbone as normal during
the test. We use the stateful host based remarking algorithm.

To evaluate our runtime enforcement system during different lev-
els of congestion, we first decreased Coldstorage’s egress entitled
rate for a selected region to increase non-conforming traffic in the
network. Then, we installed access control (ACL) rules in the net-
work switches to drop an increasing percentage of Coldstorage’s
non-conforming egress traffic in order to mimic congestion. The
drop percentage was progressively increased from 0%, 12.5%, 50%,
to 100% at ˜35 mins intervals until finally all ACLs were removed
after 105 minutes of test duration.
Metrics: We collected the following network-level and
application-level stats during the test:
• Network-level Stats include packet loss, traffic rate, round trip

time (RTT), and TCP stats (e.g., number of SYN/FIN/
RST packets), which can be collectively used to measure the
effectiveness of our enforcement system.

• Application-level Stats include read latency, write latency, and
block errors. These stats are monitored by the Coldstorage
service team and reflect the service performance. These can be
correlated with the network-level stats to understand the impact
on the service.

6.1 Network Stats
Loss Ratio: Figure 11 shows the loss ratio of non-conforming traffic
and conforming traffic over time as we installed ACL rules following
the methodology described above. We can see the loss ratio of con-
forming traffic (black dashed line) remains close to 0% throughout
the test. For the non-conforming traffic (red solid line), there are
four distinct stages with an increasing loss ratio, from 0%, 12.5%,
50%, to 100%. Finally, at close to 135 minutes, we rolled back the
changes and the loss ratio returned to a small value after a short
spike. This test confirms that the enforcement framework ensures
guaranteed performance to the conforming traffic regardless of the
severe loss of non-conforming traffic.
Traffic rate: Figure 12 shows the aggregate service total rate, con-
forming rate, and entitled rate as reported by the endhosts. The
difference between the total rate and the conforming rate represents
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Figure 11: Packet Loss Figure 12: Traffic Rate Figure 13: RTT

Figure 14: TCP stats: SYN Transmission Figure 15: Storage Read latency Figure 16: Storage Write latency

the non-conforming rate. At x=30 min, the entitled rate of Cold-
storage is reduced to 1Tbps. Before x=65 min, the total rate closely
matches the conforming rate as the service is not busy, but as service
traffic increases, more traffic is marked as non-conforming traffic.
Between x=70 min and x=195 min, as the drop percentage of non-
conforming traffic increases, the total rate continues to decrease until
it matches the entitled rate. After x=225 min (when all ACLs are
removed), the overall rate increases to pre-test levels. As a result all
traffic becomes conforming traffic and flows to the same queue. The
sudden competition of queuing resources creates fluctuations, which
stabilizes after a few minutes. The results from this test show that our
Runtime Enforcement system is able to enforce conforming traffic
to remain within the entitled rate, even during different congestion
scenarios.
Round Trip Time: Figure 13 shows the average RTT for conform-
ing and non-conforming traffic. The conforming traffic remained
unaffected during the test while non-conforming traffic shows a
slight increase except during 100% loss where all non-conforming
traffic was dropped. These results show that our enforcement system
can make decisions early on so the overall network queuing delay
is not affected. It also demonstrates that network resources are used
efficiently: if a packet is delivered, it is delivered without additional
delays.
TCP Stats: Besides basic network stats, we also collect TCP stats
including number of SYN, SYN/ACK, FIN/RST, FIN, RST, and Re-
transmit packets. Due to space limitations, we only show SYN stats
in Figure 14. The figure shows an increase of SYN packets for non-
conforming traffic as the percentage of dropped non-conforming traf-
fic increases, with a corresponding drop once the test is completed.
The metrics for conforming traffic remained unaffected during the
test.

6.2 Application Stats
Application metrics such as Coldstorage restore and upload were
impacted as expected. Coldstorage is the service for long-term reten-
tion of data such as image and tabular data. Coldstorage’s ingress
is the uploads (writes) to the storage servers and its egress is the
restores (reads). Coldstorage has agreements with its users that reads

will be completed less than 24 hours after a restore request is sub-
mitted. Therefore, if the network caused latency stays lower than
this threshold the service itself (Coldstorage and the reader) will
not see an impact on their performance metrics. The same goes for
other services. Read and write latency grew proportional to the
non-conforming traffic drops. The impact is similar across all clients
in different regions.
Read Latency: Figure 15 shows the read latency from one remote
region where clients are located. Generally, read latency grew pro-
portional to non-conforming traffic drops. As loss created more
unfinished TCP connections, there are more failed read requests
which increases the average latency. This growth trend continues
until the drop rate hits 100%. At this point, read latency decreases
drastically, as the subset of hosts remarked as non-conforming do
not establish TCP connections while the rest of hosts serve traffic
without issues. The spike in latency after rollback can be attributed to
a spike in TCP FIN/RST packets (omitted due to space constraints).

Something to note is that when the drop percentage is less than
50% (x<150 min), there is little impact on the application read
latency. This can be attributed to our remarking algorithm (§5.3) that
works at host-level (instead of flow-level) granularity. This makes
it possible to leverage application built-in failover mechanisms to
rebalance load from failed hosts to healthy hosts.
Write Latency and Error: Figure 16 shows the write latency from
a remote region to the region under test. Similar to read latency,
there is a gradual increase in latency matching the gradual increase
in network drops. The impact on write latency is severe even when
loss rate is small. This because writes are a stateful operation and
sessions take some time to move away from affected hosts. Figure 17
further shows the more severe impact on write, i.e., the block error.
The failure peak correlates well with TCP SYN error where the
connection is difficult to establish.

7 EVALUATION

This section evaluates each component separately and quantifies the
benefits in production.
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Figure 17: Block Write Error Figure 18: Forecast accuracy for QoS A Figure 19: Forecast accuracy for QoS B

7.1 Demand Forecast Accuracy
The accuracy of demand forecast is computed by comparing actual
usage (𝐴𝑡 ) against the forecast demand (𝐹𝑡 ). Specifically, we use
symmetric Mean Absolute Percentage Error (sMAPE) computed as

𝑠𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸 = 1
𝑛

𝑛∑
𝑡=1

|𝐴𝑡−𝐹𝑡 |
(𝐴𝑡+𝐹𝑡 )/2 . Figure 18 shows the cumulative distribu-

tion of 𝑠𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸 across all services in one QoS class. Note that by
definition, the range of 𝑠𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸 is [0,2]. We evaluate the forecast
result for the 50𝑡ℎ , 75𝑡ℎ , and 90𝑡ℎ percentile for each service. Fig-
ure 19 shows the same set of metrics for another QoS class. Majority
of 𝑠𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸 is lower than 0.4. The difference of different traffic per-
centile is slim: p90 shows a slightly higher sMAPE. There are some
anomalies where 𝑠𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸 values are greater than 1. They are caused
by new region development, service rollout plan change, and old
region decommissions.

7.2 Benefit of Segmented Hose
To quantify the benefit of Segmented Hose model, we use the metric
“Hose coverage” [24] which evaluates the degree to which the gen-
erated traffic matrices (TMs) cover the entire Hose space. Ideally,
we want to use a small subset of representative TMs to cover a large
Hose space. To compare the Segmented Hose versus the general
Hose, we compute the number of TMs needed to achieve the same
coverage 75% with each approach. Figure 20 shows that in 90% of
the cases, Segmented Hose needs 60% fewer TMs. The reduction
of TMs needed to achieve a high Hose coverage means a drastic
decrease of computation overhead.

7.3 Bandwidth Approval Tradeoffs
The set of TMs are the input to bandwidth approval engine, affecting
the speed of approval computation. Another factor that controls the
TM set is the Hose coverage. Figure 21 shows that the coverage
increases with more TMs but with a smaller benefit when the TMs
reach a certain point, e.g., 2000 TMs. It illustrates a trade off between
the coverage and the approval speed, as approximated by the number
of TMs. The trends are consistent across QoS classes.

The second tradeoff in bandwidth approval engine is the approval
rate and network SLO. Figure 22 shows that as availability require-
ment increases, we have to reserve more bandwidth for each service
to meet the high availability under failures. As a consequence, the
total number of service requests approved is reduced. Egress and
ingress approvals exhibit similar trends.

7.4 Effectiveness of Enforcement
Finally, we use simulation to evaluate the convergence of host mark-
ing algorithms. Assuming a total traffic rate of 10Tbps and an entitled
rate of 5Tbps, we gradually simulate network congestion with a loss

rate of 0%, 12.5%, 25%, 50% and 100% of the non-conforming traf-
fic. We test both stateless and stateful marking algorithms described
in §5. For each experiment, we observe the conforming traffic rate
and compare it to the entitled rate. We then plot both the instanta-
neous rate observed in each iteration and the average rate computed
across multiple iterations.

Figures 23 and 24 show the stateless marking algorithm results.
As congestion increases, the instantaneous curve fluctuates, e.g.,
between 5Tbps and 10Tbps for 100% loss. The oscillation is due
to the fraction of traffic the algorithm decides to remark to non-
conforming gets dropped in the network and in the next cycle we see
only see conforming traffic which should be within the entitled rate,
the algorithm evaluates there is no need to remark any more, being
stateless, and decides NOT to remark any traffic as non-conforming.
This results in total rate (assuming steady demand) jumps back to
the original total rate of 10Tbps. Figure 24 clearly shows the average
of conforming traffic stays above the entitlement rate (5Tbps). This
means the marking algorithm fails to enforce the entitled rate.

In Figure 25, we can see the stateful algorithm is able to address
the issue. Both instantaneous and average curves are the same. The
results for 0% to 100% are the same, which converge to 5Tbps
quickly after the 10𝑡ℎ iteration. The instantaneous and average rates
look similar, because the stateful algorithm already smooths out the
difference across iterations.

8 FUTURE DIRECTIONS
In this section, we share a few new areas that stem from our expe-
riences of implementing and operating network entitlement within
Meta over two years.
Bandwidth Negotiation: When the contract approval engine rejects
a service’s request, it is currently handled manually between net-
work and services as it can have many choices. One straightforward
way is to return back to service and reduce the requested demand
to try again. Alternatively, the approval engine could come up with
a counter-proposal of admittable traffic to service. However, it is
simply reducing the traffic directly to admittable volume, because
services may have to make server allocation changes to accommo-
date the lack of network bandwidth, resulting a new demand. More
complicated, due to dependency across services, the decision might
be populated to more than one service team. Services can even per-
form bandwidth trading if their dependencies require so. As a part
of our ongoing work, we are developing an automated negation
platform to facilitate those decisions.
Unbalanced ingress and egress Hoses: Surprising challenges arise
due to data quality and operational artifacts. One such example
is the inequality of total ingress and egress traffic demand when
aggregating all the ingress Hoses and egress Hoses together. That
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Figure 20: Efficiency of Segmented Hose Figure 21: Hose coverage and computation
overhead

Figure 22: Approval percentage under dif-
ferent availability

Figure 23: Stateless marking algorithm with
instantaneous rate

Figure 24: Stateless marking algorithm with
average rate

Figure 25: Stateful marking algorithm with
instantaneous rate

is, the total ingress and the total egress for the global WAN must
be equal. It is an artifact that the forecast of demand is performed
for each hose independently. To maintain the correctness of the
algorithm, we add a preprocessing to balance the ingress and egress
by inflating the shortage direction. For example, if total egress is
less than total ingress, we will inflate the egress so that they matches.
This delta of the demand is modeled as a dummy service and is
evenly attributed to all regions.
Ingress metering: In the current implementation, our runtime en-
forcement system takes the egress entitled rate as the input to control
the amount of outgoing traffic from each host. However, in practice
we observe the need to also perform metering to conform with the
ingress entitled rate. Since metering can only be performed at the
source, we need to translate the ingress entitlement Hose for a desti-
nation to a distributed set of meters at the sources. This requires both
new algorithm design and more sophisticated centralized control.

9 RELATED WORK
There is a large body of work on enabling bandwidth sharing for
cloud providers [2, 5, 7, 11, 18, 19, 21, 25]. Our work shares the
similarity from two aspects. First, from the demand modeling per-
spective, these works take the per-VM hose based traffic demand and
allocate VMs to minimize the total bandwidth consumption. These
workloads are usually short-lived so that there is no need to con-
sider failure probability and protections. For instance, Oktopus [2]
proposes a VM placement algorithm based on the Hose constraints
of any two sets of VMs. This model essentially adds up all the
worst-case TMs and results in significant over-provisioning. An-
other example is TIVC [25] which extends the per-VM hose model
to capture the time-varying nature of the networking requirement
of cloud applications. We extend our opportunistic hose planning
algorithm [1] to incorporate the short-term traffic pattern. Second,
these existing work take the approach of rate-limiting at the host.
We found centrally determining the throttling rate in real-time does
not work well but increases management complexity greatly.

DRL [20] is a solution for distributed rate control for TCP, how-
ever, it does not account for network capacity or SLO guarantees.
BwE [12] focuses on WAN bandwidth sharing but operates on a dif-
ferent time scale and is not SLO aware. Solutions such as SWAN [8]
and B4 [9] focus on Software Defined Networking to effectively
manage WAN network. Recent work has also tackled SLO and fail-
ure aware traffic engineering such as TeaVaR [4], FFC [15], and
BATE [26]. These efforts are complementary to the approach in this
paper.

Lastly, this system is built on top of previously published systems
in Meta’s infrastructure [1, 24] but is solving a completely indepen-
dent problem. While hose model [1] and network risk [24] is used
for long-term network planning, they have been used differently in
network entitlement.

10 CONCLUSION
Network efficiency and safety has been an increasingly critical topic
for the giant online service providers to keep up with the service
growth in a sustainable manner. This paper tackles this problem by
introducing Network Entitlement, a new contract-based approach.
We describe an end-to-end system to provide agile and efficient
network bandwidth sharing with SLO guarantees. We hope to bring
a new angle to research on intelligent network multiplexing for
further innovations.
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APPENDIX
Appendices are supporting material that has not been peer-reviewed.

A APPROVAL ALGORITHM
Algorithm 2 presents our contract approval algorithm that includes
two main routines: 𝐻𝑜𝑠𝑒_𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑎𝑙 and 𝑃𝑖𝑝𝑒_𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑎𝑙 .

Algorithm 2 Contract Approval Algorithm
Input: 𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜: The backbone network topology with network capacity and fiber reliabil-

ity
Input: 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡 : The SLO target and a list of entitlement requests
Input: ℎ𝑜𝑠𝑒_𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑠: The product demand forecasts in the hose format.
Output: 𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙_ℎ𝑜𝑠𝑒_𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑠: A list of approved hose requests.
1: function HOSE_APPROVAL(𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜 , 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡 , ℎ𝑜𝑠𝑒_𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑠)
2: 𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡_ℎ𝑜𝑠𝑒_𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑠 = ∅
3: ⊲ call Demand Generation Service to get representative pipe requests
4: 𝑝𝑖𝑝𝑒_𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑠 = GEN_DEMAND(𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜,ℎ𝑜𝑠𝑒_𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑠)
5: for each request 𝑟 ∈ 𝑝𝑖𝑝𝑒_𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑠 do
6: 𝑝𝑖𝑝𝑒_𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑎𝑙 = PIPE_APPROVAL(𝑟, 𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜, 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡 )
7: ⊲ aggregate pipe approvals into the final hose approvals
8: 𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡_ℎ𝑜𝑠𝑒_𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑠 = sum up ingress/egress 𝑝𝑖𝑝𝑒_𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑎𝑙 for each

hose
9: 𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙_ℎ𝑜𝑠𝑒_𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑠 = min(𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡_ℎ𝑜𝑠𝑒_𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑠)

10: return 𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙_ℎ𝑜𝑠𝑒_𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑠
11:
12: function PIPE_APPROVAL(𝑝𝑖𝑝𝑒_𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡 , 𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜 , 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡 )
13: 𝑝𝑖𝑝𝑒_𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑠 = ∅
14: 𝑡𝑚𝑝_𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑠 = ∅
15: ⊲ enforce the priority between different QoS classes
16: for each QoS class 𝑐𝑜𝑠 ∈ 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡 sorted by the priority from high to low do
17: 𝑐𝑜𝑠_𝑝𝑖𝑝𝑒𝑠 = COS_PIPES(𝑐𝑜𝑠, 𝑝𝑖𝑝𝑒_𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡, 𝑡𝑚𝑝_𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑠)
18: ⊲ call Risk Simulation System to assess risks
19: 𝑎𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦_𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑠 = ASSESS_RISK(𝑐𝑜𝑠_𝑝𝑖𝑝𝑒𝑠, 𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜)
20: 𝑡𝑚𝑝_𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑠 = get approval for each cos_pipe in

𝑎𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦_𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑠 based on the SLO target
21: ⊲ aggregate pipe approvals and requests
22: MERGE_APPS (𝑐𝑜𝑠 , 𝑡𝑚𝑝_𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑠 , 𝑝𝑖𝑝𝑒_𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑠)
23: MERGE_REQS(𝑐𝑜𝑠 , 𝑡𝑚𝑝_𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑠 , 𝑝𝑖𝑝𝑒_𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡 )
24: return 𝑝𝑖𝑝𝑒_𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑠
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